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1. Information files
   1. Communist Party of Australia 1939 - 1971
   2. Study material - Communist Party of Australia
   3. Speakers' Notes - Communist Party of Australia
   4. Free Angela Davis Campaign 1971
   5. Election material 1950's
   6. Public transport
   7. Peace

2. Australian Socialist

Vol. 1 No. 1 Jul 1970 - Vol. 3 No. 5 Jun 1975 [missing Vol. 3 No. 1]

3. Publications
34. By joint efforts we shall end Hitlerism. - Moscow: USSR Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries, 1941. - 77p.; ill.
89. De-escalation; that's the word for the headlines. - Sydney: Communist Party of Australia, 1967. - 3 p. [Missing]
95. DISCUSSION. - Sydney: Communist Party of Australia.[Missing]
100. Economics of private enterprise / by Maurice Dobb. - Sydney: Current Book Distributors, 1944. - 32 p. [Missing]
113. The first year of victory. - Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1950. - 55 p.; map
117. For greater unity of communists, for a fresh upsurge of anti-imperialist struggle / by L I Brezhnev. - Moscow: Novosti, 1969. - 54 p.; ill.
127. Friends and neighbours: an introduction to south-east Asia / by Malcom Salmon. - Sydney: current Book Distributors, [196?]. - 64 p.: ill., map [Missing]
143. He sold out the workers / Andre Marty. - Sydney: Communist Party of Australia, 1939. - 20 p. [Missing]
149. History Communist Party of Australia / by L Sharkey. Twenty years of the Communist International / by O Kuusinen. - [Sydney: Communist Party of Australia], 1942. - 30 p.[Missing]
166. Indian national and Hindu-Muslim unity / by G Adhikari. - Sydney : Current Book Distributors, [1977]. - 32 p.; map
172. The international federation of trade unions / by Edo Fimmen. - Amsterdam: International Federation of Trade Union, 1922. - 20 p. [Missing]
175. INTERNATIONAL PRESS CORRESPONDENCE. - London: Vol. 18, No. 24, 17 May 1938. [Spain issue]
180. Japan and the Pacific theatre of war / by jack Chen. - London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1942. - 75 p.; map
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256. On the rectification of incorrect ideas in the party / Mao Tse-Tung. - Peking:
266. The origins of the family private property and the state / by Frederick Engels. - Sydney: Current Book Distributors, 1942. - viii, 134 p. [Missing]
332. Russia to-day: an Australian trade union delegate's report / by T Wright. - Sydney: Sheet Metal Worker's Union, 1928. - 100p. : ill.
348. Social services and the struggle against the economic crisis / prepared by the
[Missing]
350. Socialism; the proof / by Pete Thomas. - Sydney: Current Book Distributors, 1956. -
14 p. [Missing]
351. Socialism, utopian and scientific / by Frederick Engles. - Sydney: Current Book
Distributors, 1944. - 53 p. [Missing]
352. Socialism's new start: a secret German manifesto / by Minles. - London: NCLC
355. The socialist party of Great Britain and questions of the day. - London: Socialist Party
- 46 p.; ill.
358. Soviet-German non-aggression pact explained / by Molotov, Boroshilov, Zhdanou. -
Sydney: Communist Party of Australia, [194?]. - 23 p. [Missing]
359. The Soviet people in the struggle to rehabilitate and further develop the national
economy of the USSR in the postwar period. - Moscow: Foreign Languages
360. The Soviet press / by Vera Golenkina. - Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing,
1939. - 32 p.; ill. [Missing]
[Missing]
ill.
- 32 p.; ill.
365. The Soviet trade unions: fifty questions answered / by Arthur Horner. - London:
Lawrence and Wishart, 1942. - 26 p.
366. The Soviet Union and the Berlin question. - Moscow: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the USSR, 1949. - 84 p.
- 99 p.
369. The Soviet Union is the bulwark of peace democracy and socialism. - Moscow:
370. The Soviet Union's contribution to humanity / by Ralph Gibson. - Melbourne: [Jewish
371. The Soviet wintering station on the drifting ice / by I Papanin. - Moscow: Foreign
372. Soviet youth: a speech / by M Maisky. - Sydney: Australian Labor League of Youth,
[1939?]. - 19 p.
382. Speech delivered at a meeting of voters of the Stalin electoral area, Moscow / J Stalin. - Moscow: Co-operative Publishing Society of Foreign Workers in the USSR, 1937. - 14 p.; ill.
387. Statement of the special commission for the establishment and investigation of the circumstances of the shooting of Polish officers, prisoners of war, in the Katyn Forest by the German fascist invaders. - Moscow: Foreign Languages Press, 1944. - 39 p.
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400. The struggle for socialism and the struggle for peace / V Molotov. - Moscow: Moscow Worker, 1931. - 128 p.
411. This is America / compiled by Rex Chiplin. - Sydney: Current Book Distributors, 1952. - 31 p. [Missing]
412. This is China today: poems / Rewi Alley. - Christchurch, New Zealand: Rewi Alley Aid Group, 1951. - 30 p.
413. Timoshenko / by Rupert Lockwood. - Sydney: NSW Aid Russia Committee, [194?]. - 16 p.: ill.
418. Treaty of mutual assistance and friendship between the Soviet Union and the Finnish Democratic Republic. - Moscow: Foreign languages Publish, 1939. - 7 p.: map
419. The trial in the case of the atrocities committed by the German fascist invaders and their accomplices in Krasnodar and Krasnodar Territory. - Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing, 1943. - 90 p.: ill.
447. VOKS BULLETIN. - Moscow: USSR Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries.
464. The working class against Fascism . - [Sydney]; Communist Party of Australia, 1942. - 24 p. [Missing]